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Historical essays on events in Cuba in the years 1895 and 1896; no documentation. (J. F.)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC


Reflections on Dominican political events from 1900-1930; documents included in the text. (J. F.)

ECUADOR


Well documented; deals briefly with the period before 1900 and in detail for the years thereafter. The author is director of economic research in the Banco Central de Ecuador. (J. F.)


On the life and death of Luis Vargas Torres (1855-1887), "mártir del radicalismo ecuatoriano." Has an appendix of documents, including five in facsimile and a reprint of the diary he kept during the campaign of 1884. (L. H.)

HAITI


The author, trained both in ethnology and law, sketches with sociological observations the history of legislation relating to municipal organization in Haiti, from 1801 to the present. (J. F.)

MEXICO


General William Jenkins Worth has been something of an enigma to historians of the Mexican War. A general who played a conspicuous role on both the northern and central fronts, his career has always been clouded by his bitter quarrel with General Scott which resulted in the convocation of a formal court of inquiry shortly after the occupation of Mexico's capital. His death shortly thereafter in 1849 robbed Worth of a chance to clear his name.

Wallace's biography draws together much scattered information which will